below: View of the workshop building from the street
right: Ground Floor Plan

Environmental Review

Amoeba
The colourful Photonics Centre in Adlershof is an impressive debut project
by London partnership Sauerbruch and Hutton – displaying a playful,
unconventional approach to bio-climatic building design
Photonics Centre / Adlershof, Berlin
Architect / Sauerbruch and Hutton
Review by Lindsay Johnston
Photography by Bitter & Brecht
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above: Pathway between the two blocks. facing page: Interior of the workshop hall. Exploded isometric sketch of the wall system.
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Architecture at the University of Newcastle.
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The play with colours, injected into the facades through the use of coloured venetian
blinds, is the overwhelming ‘grab’ of the project, establishing a powerful presence
Project Summary Photonics Centre Location Berlin Architect Sauerbruch Hutton Architects, London/Berlin Project team Matthias Sauerbruch, Louisa Hutton, Klaus de
Winder, Holger Frielingsdorf with Jitse van den Berg, Annikka Meier, Markus Pfandler, Amir Rothkegel, Camilla Wilkinson Structural engineer Krebs & Krebs Ingenieure
Environmental engineer Zibell, Willner & Partner Building cost approx. 17.3 million pounds Size 10,990 m.sq gross Construction period June 1996-March 1998

Diagram showing movement of air
through the double wall.

facing page: The entrance hall.
above left: The atrium space.
above: A serrated edge provides structural
stability in the stairwells where there is no double
skinned wall.
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